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ABSTRACT

There is an important relationship between continuously fulfilling religious activities and age. Individuals involve religious activities more in their lives as they get older. Younger individuals feel more distant from death due to the feelings caused by their young age and chose to continuously fulfill their religious activities later. This study aims to examine the relationship between continuously fulfilling religious activities and age. In this context, the study evaluates whether or not individuals continuously fulfill their religious activities on the basis of the age factor. As a result of the study, it has been determined that advance age causes individuals to feel closer to death and consequently live a more religious life by continuously fulfilling religious activities.
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Introduction

The main question of this research is “Why young people seem to participate in religious activity far less than older generations in terms of doing daily prayers, go to mosque to pray and to read Qur’an daily.” Age and attendance to religious activity is related to each other. Religion clearly plays a more important role in the lives of older people than in those of younger people. Firstly, many sociologists suggest that as older people see themselves becoming closer to death, they become more religious as they turn to religion as support and comfort. This view is supported by Malinowski’s ‘crisis of life’ theory. Death is without a doubt a great change which is feared and so older people are more likely to turn to religion as a way of coping with their upcoming death. Younger people however are unlikely to feel particularly mortal or close to death and so the need for comfort and a coping mechanism received through religion is less. In a similar way, having children is likely to increase religious participation due to the wish to socialize children ‘correctly’. Many see religion as providing a moral framework or guide with which to teach children morality. Therefore, as people get older and have children, their religious participation is likely to be higher than that of young people. In this view, these children, then socialized into religion, will likely return to it, if not remain in it as they age and have children of their own. A reason for the greater participation in religion by older people than younger people is the wish to rebel or break free from parents by young people. In a bid to assert their independence and individuality young people are likely to rebel against their parents and this means rebelling against the religion which they hold or a conscious choice to opt out of this belief when they reach adulthood. In addition, young people – teenagers in particular – are more easily influence by their peers and the mass media which often
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publicize cults and sects. This being a ‘lack’ in religious beliefs for young people is arguable in the attraction to cults and sects which young people often experience, coupled with the way in which many young people who join through rebellion or to find answers or security often leave the religious cults and sects as middle aged people. However, this is still a significantly lower number of young people than the number of older people who are religious.

Religion is one of the most important element of society in order to create social solidarity, social control and develop spiritual lives of individuals. In this era, most of moral values and also religion damaged for many reasons. As a result of this, children, adolescences and young people avoid, pretend not to see org et rid of the existence of religion. It is dreadful because it’s like a vicious cycle. When these young people become parent, they grow their children with lack of concept of religion, religious beliefs, morality and moral values. Then, this children will be grow and become adults which have families and they also have children who feel absence of these values. These concepts or facts are the elements which keep alive to society. And absence of these values very likely cause social and moral decadence. Because of that, this study has importance. This study is miniature of society which includes old people who are more religious and young generation who are far less than older people in terms of attendance to religious activities.

Allport and Ross (1967), who has conducted extensive research on religiosity, has described religiosity as "the practice of religion". According to Cornwall, Albrecht, Cunningham and Pitcher (1986), religiosity is a concept that encompasses the power and behavior of the individual's religious beliefs. McDaniel and Burnett (1990) define religiosity as "devotion to principles that are believed to have been regulated by God".

Religiosity can be understood as a fact that expresses a religious attitude, experience and style of behavior that is, religious life shown on the basis of faith-deed by humans living according to the commands and teachings of the believed religion. Religiosity has dimensions such as belief, practice, experience/emotion, knowledge, consequence/effect and organization (Okumuş, 2008). In the Islamic context, religiosity has the same definition. For religious Muslims, Islamic practices and worship are criteria for believers to be described as religious or devout. Of course, people can be characterized as more or less and strict or soft according to various levels of having “taqwa” (piety). There is more subjectivity in piety such prayer, fast, hajj so on. Okumuş (2008) defines the religiosity from several perspectives such as traditional religiosity and modern religiosity.

Young people seem to participate in religious activity far less than older generations in terms of performance of daily prayers, fasting and daily recitation of holy Qur’an. Firstly, many sociologists suggest that as older people see themselves becoming closer to death, they become more religious as they turn to religion as support and comfort (Nelson, 2009). Yıldız (2001) study on worry about death and age correlation. Young people – teenagers in particular – are more easily influence by their peers and the mass media which often publicize cults and sects. This being a ‘lack’ in religious beliefs for young people is arguable in the attraction to cults and sects which young people often experience, coupled with the way in which many young people who join through rebellion or to find answers or security often leave the religious cults and sects as middle aged people. However, this is still a significantly lower number of young people than the number of older people who are religious.

Schieman and Bierman (2007) examine the effects of the frequency of religious attendance and prayer on changes in the sense of divine control. In Johnson, Argue and White’s (1999) analysis of Age and Religiosity, they mention to strong effect of age in participation of religious activities. They told about the fixed effects model and according to that model, religiosity increases with age. Cornwall (1989) told about age in her research “The Determinants of Religious Behavior: A Theoretical Model and Empirical Test “in order to explore demonstrated effect on religious beliefs and commitments.

A reason for the greater participation in religion by older people than younger people is the wish to rebel or break free from parents by young people. In a bid to assert their independence and
individuality young people are likely to rebel against their parents and this means rebelling against the religion which they hold or a conscious choice to opt out of this belief when they reach adulthood. In the article of Saktanber (2007), Cultural Dilemmas of Muslim Youth: Negotiating Muslim Identities and Being Young in Turkey - she explores, Muslim youth will contribute to the development of individual freedoms, tolerance, and mutual understanding. Also, new generations may tend towards new forms of religiosity distinct from that of their parents and religious authorities as well as from their earlier generations should not be disregarded. Thus, they are constantly open to producing new forms of cultural dilemmas.

Acar, Yıldırım, and Ergene’s work (1996), there is a table that show the sample of several age groups in terms of religiosity levels. According to this study, while people who are between the age of 16-18, are less interested with religion (%58), this proportion is %26 for people whose age between 51-65. Arslan (2003) expressed to popular religiosity in the light of sociological variables such age, education, occupation, gender in his study: Development of Popular Religiosity Criterion: Validity and Reliability. Winchester (2008) researched how Muslims demonstrating the practices of prayer, fasting, and so on. Age influences religious behaviors and activities. Death is without a doubt a great change which is feared and so older people are more likely to turn to religion as a way of coping with their upcoming death. Younger people however are unlikely to feel particularly mortal or close to death and so the need for comfort and a coping mechanism received through religion is less.

There is a study that similar which done by Stephen C. Ainlay, Royce Singleton and Victoria L. Swigert (1992). This study examined the relationship between aging and religious participation, focusing on changes in order people’s formal participation in church life, informal or private religious practices and attitudes towards participation in the church.

Research Methods

For this study, variables are age (independent variable) and participation to religious activities (dependent variable). Age is the concept that known as the time that a person or a thing has existed since birth or beginning. We can divide the age to five categories such; Chronological age (calendar age), Functional age (related to physical health, cognitive abilities), Psychosocial age (related to self-perception, social perception), Organizational age (related to social perception, company tenure, career stage, skill obsolescence) and Life-span age (related to life stage / family status). Religious activity is the set of individual and communal practices that they perform to develop and express their spiritual nature. I examined to doing daily prayers, go to mosque to pray and to read Qur’an daily as religious activities in this study. Age is important determinant which effects to attendance to religious activities. I tried to prove young generations participate to religious activities such doing daily prayers, reading to Qur’an daily, to go to mosque to pray (Friday prayer) less than old generations.

Sample

The participants in this study were 120 people (%67 females, %53 males). In this study the 120 people are volunteers who want to participate in the study. Random sampling technique is used in this study. The age range of this sample was under 30, 30s to 45s and above 45s. The survey area is “Avcılar- Marmara Caddesi”. I prefer this area because there are two mosque at the top and end of Marmara Caddesi. There are some fast food restaurants, cafes, bars, cloth stores in Marmara Caddesi. So, Avcılar, also this street, includes both young and old generation. I think I can prove my survey question- namely, young generation who spend time in cafes, fast-food restaurants, stores so on, and old generations who go to mosque to pray, and the differences between them in terms of participation to religious activity. This study was carried out between 22.08.2016/ 05.09.2016. I choose the time as 12:00 – 19:00. Because at these times, students left from their schools or training centers and also these times are prayer times both noon time and mid-afternoon prayer times. I think Avcılar- Marmara Caddesi is suitable for my study. Because it includes both
old and young people, students, conservatives and seculars. Marmara Caddesi like a mosaic which have people from every ideology, lifestyle, beliefs and thoughts.

**Measure**

I use survey method in this project. A single item asked: “Imagine that you died and you now find yourself standing before God. He asks you, "Why should I let you into my heaven?" What would you say? “Response choices are: "Because I have been a good person." (1), "Because I have earned the right to go to heaven."(2), "Because I have obey/apply all Islamic rules."(3), "Because I believe that God has the power to forgive sins." (4) and "I would be speechless".


**Frequency of prayer.** The question was: “How many times did you pray last week?”. Response choices are: “Daily” (1), “Several times in a week” (2), “Few times in a week” (3) and “Never” (4).

**Frequency of reading Quran.** A single question asked: “Outside of attending religious services, how often do you read the Qur’an?”. Response choices are: “Daily” (1), “Weekly” (2), “Several times a year” (3), “Only on certain occasions” (4), “Once or twice a year” (5) and “Never” (6).

A single item asks respondents about the level of agreement or disagreement with this statement: “I believe attending to religious ceremonies and services is develops my spiritual life”. Response choices are: “Strongly Agree” (1), “Agree” (2), “Unsure” (3), “Disagree” (4) and “Strongly Disagree” (5).

**Age** I coded the ages which under 30 as “1”, 30s to 45s as “2” and above 45s as “3”.

The data of the study is analyzed with the Spss 16 program. The value of the data is interpreted with chi-square. When p-value is less than 0.05 in chi-square, variables are the significantly related with each other.

**Graph 1: How Often Do You Read The Qur’an?**
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6 people whose age under 30 never read Qur’an, 34 people who read Qur’an daily are at the age of above 45+. Advanced age causes individuals to grow mature and think more profoundly. Individuals who reach a certain advanced age begin considering death and afterdeath more frequently. Because advanced age causes them to feel closer to death. As is seen in the table, the daily religious activity of reading the Qur’an is performed by individuals older than 45. Some of the individuals younger than 30 stated that they did not even know how to read the Quran let alone reading it in certain times, which, to some extent, shows us how much attention young individuals pay to religious activities.

Graph 2: How Many Times Did You Pray Last Week?
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48 people pray daily in a week, 23 people are at the age of above 45+ and 11 people are under the age of 30. Also 49 people never pray in a week and 40 of them are at the age of under 30. According to Islam, “Salaat is the basis of religion”, which underlines the importance of salaat among religious activities. In other words, religious sensibility is based on performing the salaat regularly. We may guess the religious sensibility of people by considering their frequency of performing the salaat. Considering the data in the table; it is seen that majority of individuals who never perform the salaat consist of the youth, which proves the weakness of religious sensibility in the youth. As young individuals do not feel close to death, they do not regard performing the salaat so much. They state they they have time and will regularly perform the salaat in the future.
Graph 3: How Often Do You Pray Outside Of Religious Services?

41 people pray out of religious services only on certain occasions and 28 of them are under the age of 30s. 11 people pray out of religious services and 7 of them above 45+ ages. 16 people never pray out of religious services and 15 of them are under age of 30. There is an important relationship between the phenomenon of age and fulfillment of religious activities and religious devotion. People do not show much sensibility towards religion and religious activities when they are young. Because it is more appealing especially for young individuals to spend their time on other activities than religious activities. Older individuals, on the other hand, do the total opposite. They spend more time on religious activities as they think that doing earthly things is only a waste of time. According to the data acquired from the table; older individuals pay a greater attention to praying, which is among religious activities, and they frequently pray as a life habit.

Table 1: Status of respondents on praying in a week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recoded Age</th>
<th>Daily</th>
<th>Several Times In A Week</th>
<th>Few Times In A Week</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 30 Age</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-45 Age</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45+ Age</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To interpret chi-square; chi-square: 31,014 with df:4, p value: 0,0301. Chi-square is less than the 0,05. Therefore variables are related. So, pray in a week is related to age. As is seen in the table above, individuals younger than 30 have lower rates of performing the salaat, which is among daily religious services. Because individuals who are younger than 30 and are considered young feel distant to death and thus, they do not regard performing the salaat so much. On the other hand, considering the table, it is seen that individuals older than 45 pay strict attention to regularly performing the salaat everyday. Because individuals older than 45 feel closer to death due to both their life experiences and advanced age. It is observed that individuals who feel closer to death pay
sufficient attention to performing the salaat, which is among religious activities aimed at preparing to afterdeath, and try to regularly perform the salaat everyday.

### Table 2: Frequency Of Reading Qur’an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recoded Age</th>
<th>Daily</th>
<th>Weekly</th>
<th>Several Times a Year</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 30 Age</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-45 Age</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45+ Age</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculated chi-squared =14,431 with df= 6 p=0.0251. Chi-square is less than the 0.05. Therefore variables are related. So, frequency of reading Qur’an is dependent to age. And again we can see the validity of my research question: young people are less participate to religious activities such as reading Qur’an, we see from table 16 people whose age under 30 never read Qur’an, while 1 person whose age above 45+ never read Qur’an. Considering the table above in general; individuals older than 30 perform the religious activity of reading the Quran more frequently. The youth who are younger than 30 have a lower frequency of reading the Quran. According to the acquired data; age factor also affects the religious activity of reading the Quran. The fact that death is an inevitable ending and advanced age causes individuals to feel closer to death leads to religiousness.

### Table 3: Attendance To Religious Ceremony & Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recoded Age</th>
<th>Daily</th>
<th>Weekly</th>
<th>Several Times a Year</th>
<th>Annually</th>
<th>Rarely</th>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under 30 Age</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-45 Age</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45+ Age</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To interpret chi-squared =35,839 with df= 10 p=0.000. Chi-square is less than the 0.05. Therefore age is related to attending religious ceremony. 28 people rarely attend, 9 people attend several times a year and just 2 people whose age under 30 attend to religious services daily. Young individuals do not desire to participate in religious ceremonies and services unless they are obliged to. According to the acquired data; it is seen that individuals older than 30 pay a greater attention to daily and weekly religious services. Age is an important factor that affects the participation in and sustainment of religious activities. As advanced age allows individuals to have a certain life satisfaction, older individuals tend towards religion and pay a greater attention to religious services.

### Conclusion

As a result of that survey and study, the research question “Why young people seem to participate in religious activity far less than older generations in terms of doing daily prayers, go to mosque to pray and to read Quran daily.” is proved. Total of data’s that I gathered show us, young generation are less participate to religious activities in compare to old generations. To talk and explain the questions were not easy things. Because religion is sensitive subject and people abstain to participate the survey. General scene of young people is that they are so relax and Younger people however are unlikely to feel particularly mortal or close to death. They easily choose “Never” as a choice.

Most of young people are not pray daily prayer, read Qur’an, attend to religious services and so on. On the other hand, old generation spend much more time with religious activities. They generally practice daily prayer, read Qur’an frequently. Because I think they feel themselves close
to death and in order to be comfortable they become more religious and so they supply support for their after-life.

In conclusion, the fact of religion continues to exert influence over the individual at all ages. As people age older, their sensitivity to performing religious activities is also increasing. Because people who are advancing age see themselves at the end of their life. Individuals who think they have consumed their lives tend to be more religious in order to be prepared for life after death. But this condition is very different on young people. Young people do not want to think about death. They feel death away from them and do not care much about participating in religious activities.
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